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Figure 1: We created three datasets that permit a variety of diferent data abstractions. The fle system dataset sketches include 
hierarchies and nested sets. The junk drawer dataset sketches include bar charts and drawings of the physical objects. The 
power station dataset sketches include tables and node-link graphs. We found a variety of data abstractions across each dataset. 

ABSTRACT 
Two people looking at the same dataset will create diferent mental 
models, prioritize diferent attributes, and connect with diferent 
visualizations. We seek to understand the space of data abstractions 
associated with mental models and how well people communicate 
their mental models when sketching. Data abstractions have a pro-
found infuence on the visualization design, yet it’s unclear how 
universal they may be when not initially infuenced by a represen-
tation. We conducted a study about how people create their mental 
models from a dataset. Rather than presenting tabular data, we 
presented each participant with one of three datasets in paragraph 
form, to avoid biasing the data abstraction and mental model. We 
observed various mental models, data abstractions, and depictions 
from the same dataset, and how these concepts are infuenced by 
communication and purpose-seeking. Our results have implications 
for visualization design, especially during the discovery and data 
collection phase. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A viewer of a data visualization brings their wisdom, experiences, 
biases, and interests to their viewing. This internal knowledge and 
their understanding of the data visualization comprise their mental 
model of the visualization [17]. A mental model is a personal under-
standing of a topic that may consist of representations of objects, 
background knowledge about the topic, and connections to related 
topics. In the feld of data visualization, research has been done on 
mental models arising from dashboards of political data [36], trees 
and hierarchies [46], social networks [38], and scientifc visualiza-
tions [39]. But what about the mental model that exists before the 
visualization is made, when the visualization designer and the do-
main expert are discussing the dataset? As visualization designers, 
what steps should we take to elicit and understand our viewer’s 
mental model and how should we design following that mental 
model to maximize understanding and utility? 

For visualization designers, our usual starting point with a new 
dataset is to connect it with an existing data abstraction, like a table 
or a network. A data abstraction is a mapping of domain-specifc 
data to an abstract data type [30]. By selecting a data abstraction 
that has been repeatedly used and refned, we narrow the scope 
of possible visualizations to create and increase the likelihood of 
success by building on others’ prior work in visualization. A data 
abstraction provides an intermediary for the designer and viewer, 
providing a structure for the viewer’s intangible mental model and 
guiding the designer toward visualization design choices that will 
resonate with the viewer. However, often there is more than one 
data abstraction that may work for a given dataset. The same dataset 
may be initially matched with a hierarchical data abstraction, but 
a set data abstraction could work instead. While sometimes there 
is a better data abstraction choice for a dataset, more likely there 
is simply an alternative data abstraction that provides diferent 
insights. 
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The variety of abstractions and their implications for visualiza-
tion reminded us of two stories involving elephants: the parable of 
the fve people in the dark, reaching diferent conclusions about 
the nature of the elephant; and John von Neumann’s overftting of 
data to an elephant, whether or not the data truly represents one. 

The parable, which has appeared in Hinduism, Jainism, Sufsm, 
and Buddhism [41], describes fve people who are unable to see 
encountering an elephant for the frst time. Each person touches a 
diferent part of the elephant and comes to a diferent conclusion. 
For example, the person who feels the tusk says the elephant is 
hard and smooth like a spear, and the one who feels its side thinks 
it is like a wall. 

Von Neumann’s purported observation was, “With four parame-

ters I can ft an elephant, and with fve I can make him wiggle his 
trunk;” in other words, the data can be made to ft what we want 
to see. 

These stories refect possible pitfalls when applying data abstrac-
tions to a dataset. The frst reminds us that each person may have 
a diferent mental model of the data, shaped by their expectations, 
prior knowledge, and inferences; this mental model impacts their 
preferred choice of data abstraction. The second reminds us that 
an individual, perhaps a data visualization designer, can force-ft 
a data abstraction where it may be unhelpful or misleading. With 
these pitfalls in mind, we set out to better understand the breadth 
and form of data abstractions arising from people’s mental mod-

els and how they communicate their mental models before they 
are infuenced by abstractions or representations chosen by other 
parties. We seek to build a foundational understanding to drive 
more concrete guidelines and methodologies for eliciting mental 
models and exploring data abstractions during the design phase of 
visualization design [37]. 

As visualization researchers, we recognize that our users may 
have mental models of the dataset that could prove to be valuable 
resources to leverage during the design process. Often in the case 
of design studies, we are creating a visualization tool where none 
has previously existed. The only mental model the user has is one 
of the data space and their interactions with the dataset. The user’s 
mental model may include aspects of an insufcient visualization 
that serves some but not all of the user’s needs. In situations like 
these, the data and tasks are often still fuid and need to be stabilized. 

This instability in the data and tasks during the initial stages of 
the design process can be benefcial, as it provides more options 
to explore and does not impose a bias on the design. As we show 
in this paper, the creativity and lateral thinking shown during our 
interviews about mental models of datasets suggest that domain 
experts can ofer creativity coupled with domain knowledge that 
could lead to more productive brainstorming and collaborating early 
in the visualization design process. However, the best practices for 
eliciting mental models of data and incorporating their related data 
abstractions in visualization design are unclear. 

As a visualization community, we would like to develop more 
concrete guidelines and methodologies for eliciting mental models 
to help steer our data abstraction choices. However, we need to 
understand fundamentally how internal representations of data are 
translated to external representations and how difcult pinning 
down that mapping can be. To begin, we consult existing literature 

on mental models and their elicitation in areas like education, nat-
ural resource management, artifcial intelligence, cognitive science, 
and psychology. 

Mental models are notoriously difcult cognitive phenomena to 
elicit [8]. Klein and Hofman describe the multitude of reasons why 
we should not study mental models, yet argue that because of their 
slippery, elusive behavior, we should continue to strive to fnd best 
practices for eliciting, describing, and analyzing mental models [23]. 
We continue the conversation by asking these questions to further 
understand how understanding mental models can help with vi-
sualization design: How do we avoid choosing a non-fruitful data 
abstraction during visualization design? How many abstractions 
should we include if multiple abstractions provide insight into the 
data [2]? There is an inclination toward selecting a single “good" 
abstraction, but by doing so, how much do we compress the space 
of reasonable abstractions? Is there a breadth in how people think 
about these data abstractions in their existing mental model of a 
dataset? How big is this breadth? We do not attempt to answer 
all of these questions but provide this paper as a starting point 
for the community to investigate mental models at the start of the 
design study process, before the existence of a visualization, to 
strategically explore suitable data abstractions. 

Specifcally, we begin by asking the following research questions: 

• What factors infuence people’s initial mental models of data? 
• What encodings and visualizations do people commonly use 
to communicate their mental model? 

• How do people describe how they think about the data? How 
do people describe their sketches? 

• How difcult is it for people to sketch and/or describe their 
mental model? How difcult is it for us to understand? 

With the answers to these questions, we can have a better un-
derstanding of how users attempt to convey their mental models 
of datasets, which allows us to incorporate aspects of their mental 
model in our choice of data abstraction and visualization design. 
While no one use case is a perfect representative of a “typical" 
design study, we conduct this experiment using small, incomplete 
datasets in paragraph form to represent design studies where the 
data are evolving and both the designer’s and the user’s mental 
models of the data are shifting throughout the design process. Fur-
ther research is needed into techniques for improving the elicitation 
process in a visualization design context, but our study shows how 
semi-structured interviews and eliciting representations in the form 
of sketches can be efective means of clarifying how a person thinks 
about a dataset. These results have implications for how designers 
approach the initial stages of the design study methodology, and 
how efectively and efciently they can execute the design study. 

Recognizing the open-ended nature of these research questions, 
we conducted a study into the mental models and data abstrac-
tions people create from a dataset. Rather than presenting partici-
pants with tabular data, which has been shown to infuence design 
choices [1], we presented participants with one of three datasets 
in paragraph form. We observed a wide variety of mental mod-

els, data abstractions, and depictions from the same dataset, as 
well as how these concepts are infuenced by communication and 
purpose-seeking. We present our collection of core concepts and 
their implications for visualization design. 
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In summary, our contributions are: 

(1) A set of themes, supported by codes, that describe the di-
versity of initial mental models and data abstractions, their 
depictions and infuences leading to them, and how they are 
communicated (section 4), 

(2) Implications of these themes and codes for visualization and 
data design (subsection 5.3), and 

(3) An open database of the sketches and transcripts resulting 
from the study. 1 

We discuss background in mental models, data abstractions, and 
sketching (section 2). Next, we detail our study methodology, the 
motivations behind our three synthetic datasets, and our analysis 
process (section 3). We explain how our interviews and sketches 
support our codes, which in turn motivate our themes (section 4). 
We discuss our research questions (subsection 5.1), and the limita-

tions of our study (subsection 5.2), and we provide implications for 
the visualization community (subsection 5.3). 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
We discuss related work in mental models, data abstractions, and 
sketching in visualization. 

2.1 Mental Models 
We draw on the abundance of research on mental models in areas 
like cognitive psychology [19], design [18], and HCI (e.g. [16, 38]), 
as well as their applications in visualization (e.g. [3, 25]), natural 
resource management [21], computer science education [15, 34], 
and engineering [17]. A mental model is an individual’s understand-
ing of a subject or concept that consists of their prior knowledge, 
understanding of the presented material, and integration of the 
knowledge with their worldview. Mental models are more abstract 
than perceptual images. They contain less detail because our brains 
omit details we deem irrelevant, yet contain more information than 
a visual image because they include our prior knowledge [35]. 

Research on mental models often examines how well people 
learn “something in the world,” frequently an interactive or dy-
namic system [23]. Klein and Hofman explain that the mental 
model is shaped by the rules, laws, and principles that govern this 
“something” as we observe and learn how this something exists 
in the world [23]. Jonassen and Henning state mental models are 
“representations of objects or events in systems and the structural 
relationships between those objects and events?’ [20]. We compare 
our fndings to those of other mental models in subsection 4.7. 

Studying mental models is challenging because there is lim-

ited accuracy, they are unique to each individual, they are incom-

plete representations of reality, they are inconsistent and context-
dependent, and are highly dynamic models [21]. Klein and Hofman 
outline these issues with mental models, and why researching men-

tal models can be controversial but worthwhile [23]. They argue 
that it is imperative to understand how mental models are formed 
and how mental models may be modifed to increase the depth of 
understanding, with applications in education and group discus-
sions. 

1
https://osf.io/kvnb9/ 

Given mental models are internal phenomena, any method to 
elicit a mental model can only give us a representation of the mental 
model. Sketching, interviews, and arranging topic cards are com-

mon due to their fexibility. Harper and Dorton created a more 
specifc elicitation method for mental models that uses a detailed 
notational framework to visualize the mental models [16]. A more 
indirect approach is observation, such as listening to participants 
think aloud about their strategy in the word-guessing game Pass-
code, as they work with an AI to understand how the AI gives and 
receives clues about the word [14]. Regardless of the method, these 
knowledge-elicitation methods have been repeatedly tested by cog-
nitive scientists and the strengths and weaknesses of using the 
methods on mental models have been discussed at length [7, 8, 21]. 

A popular strategy for studying mental models is to use direct 
elicitation. Direct elicitation requires the interviewees to represent 
their understanding of a given topic externally, e.g. by drawing 
a diagram of their mental model or by arranging a set of cards 
of existing concepts [21]. Interviews are also viable ways to elicit 
mental models. Milgram and Jodelet asked Parisians to draw a 
map of Paris and speak about all of the elements of the city that 
came to mind. From the activity and follow-up interview, they 
found that participants’ sketches of “their” city were a combination 
of major city landmarks and personal touches, such as a butcher 
including the meat stockyards or an architect adding an avenue to 
connect prominent structures [27]. Like with all representations, 
these representations of mental models are infuenced by the skill 
of the interviewer and the ability of the interviewee to verbalize 
their understanding. 

2.2 Mental Models and Data Visualization 
In a collaborative group setting, people share ideas and socially 
negotiate a community mental model that draws on collective expe-
riences, knowledge, and wisdom from the individuals in the group 
[20]. This setting occurs in the use of data visualizations, such as 
when stakeholders are analyzing a visualization. This collaboration 
also occurs in the early stages of the design methodology, when do-
main experts and designers are negotiating the data and tasks they 
wish to support. Liu and Stasko argue for the inclusion of mental 
model research in visualization, saying that visualization can be 
viewed as a tool to support the formation of mental models about 
data and information [24]. They developed a visualization-centric 
defnition of a mental model, stating a mental model is a “functional 
analog representation to an external interactive visualization sys-
tem” and listing characteristics of that internal representation. They 
use this defnition to explain how internal representations afect 
how people interact with external representations and vice versa. 
To put this theory into practice, Mayr et al. present measures and 
evaluation procedures to assess mental models in other domains 
and discuss their applicability to information visualization [25]. 

Visualizations are efective ways of modifying mental models 
to improve understanding. The addition of an efective visualiza-
tion when learning new concepts can be critical to developing a 
viable mental model of a new subject or system, such as computer 
architecture [45]. 

https://osf.io/kvnb9/
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2.3 Data Abstractions 
A data abstraction is a mapping of domain-specifc data to an ab-
stract data type [30], e.g., power station supply lines can be mapped 
to a network, providing a more generalizable form to the data. Ab-
straction should happen early in the design process, during the 
discovery stage, and should be frequently re-examined by the do-
main experts to ensure correctness and cohesion with their mental 
model of the problem [37]. The mental model of the user might 
not neatly correspond to one particular data abstraction, but the 
discussion around the data abstraction can serve as a way for the 
user to make their abstract mental model more concrete to help 
the visualization designer. The visualization designer may need 
to change the abstraction based on their understanding of how 
the user interacts with the data and the tasks they are trying to 
accomplish. Exploring alternative abstractions and their usefulness 
is much simpler at the beginning of the design process before sig-
nifcant time and resources have been invested. Often there is not 
a single correct abstraction; instead, abstractions must be designed 
[26, 29] to best suit the user’s needs. 

Many authors have identifed that difculties exist in commu-

nicating efectively about data abstractions [33, 37, 42]. Trees and 
graphs can be especially hazardous abstractions to work with, in 
terms of their potential for miscommunication [31], especially when 
dealing with edge cases or when people use mathematically im-

precise language to discuss graphs [13]. Bigelow et al. found that 
introducing a data abstraction typology, a model that describes the 
space of possible data abstractions and/or data wrangling opera-
tions, can spark discussion and elicit more specifc communication 
about the dataset and abstraction, even when the typology is im-

perfect [2]. Similar to Bigelow et al. [2], we conduct a study of 
data abstractions; however, we seek to answer a diferent set of 
questions. Bigelow et al. focused on the utility of considering a 
change in the dataset type of an existing data abstraction. We seek 
to understand how multi-abstraction datasets can be interpreted 
and represented. 

Tension naturally arises when trying to work with data: tension 
between the internal data abstraction and the external data abstrac-
tion, tension between the imagined visualization and the constraints 
of the system [2], and tension between the provided data and the 
desired data. Tension between users and visualization designers 
may also arise. Even visualization designers and developers may 
have difculty communicating about data mappings, anticipating 
changes to the data, and elucidating technical challenges [42]. 

2.4 Sketching 
Sketching is used in diferent ways in visualization, often for pro-
totype demonstrations by designers, but also in understanding 
how people create visualizations for their own personal use. Data 
sketching is a simple way to show personal mental models, such 
as students’ concepts of time [12] or homeowners’ concepts of 
their home wireless network [32]. Understanding the language of 
diagrams and how we visualize our thoughts [40] enables us to 
successfully collaborate and share visualizations. Communication 
and gestures help augment what is on the page [5]. 

Walny et al. used data sketching to examine external represen-
tations people created from a novel dataset [43]. They examined 

Katy Williams, Alex Bigelow, and Katherine Isaacs 

the diversity of data representations and the relationship between 
sketches and people’s understanding of that data. Participants were 
given a table of ratings of human behaviors in social settings as a 
dataset. 

While our study shares similarities with Walny et al. [43], there 
are signifcant distinctions between the two. For methodology, we 
presented our dataset in paragraph form, rather than in a table, to 
minimize infuencing the data abstraction with a prior data abstrac-
tion. Text is not a typical format of the data, but the paragraphs 
were rather list-like (see subsection 5.2). Our study had a pre- and 
post-sketching discussion, rather than writing a free-response an-
swer to a question. For research questions, Walny et al. examined 
the range of visualizations that were created, placing the partic-
ipants’ sketches on a numeracy to abstractness continuum. We 
use this numeracy to abstractness continuum to code our results, 
see subsection 4.6. However, rather than the encodings and con-
tents of the sketches themselves, we are more interested in what 
sketched representations can reveal about the data abstractions that 
participants assume or construct in their minds. As we were inter-
ested in mental models and views about data, our semi-structured 
interviews allowed us to delve into these discussions. 

3 STUDY METHODOLOGY 
To elicit data related to data abstractions, we conducted interview 
sessions where participants were asked to sketch a small dataset 
and then discuss their sketch and mental model through a semi-

structured interview. We used three datasets designed for the poten-
tial to elicit diferent data abstractions, with each participant being 
shown one. We piloted the study with fve participants, after which 
we iterated on the designed datasets and the interview questions. 

Three authors participated in coding interview transcripts and 
sketch photographs and met regularly to develop codes further. We 
continued collecting data until we reached saturation regarding 
our research questions. We describe the details of this study below. 
An overview of our procedure is shown in Figure 2. 

3.1 Participants 
We recruited 28 participants, listed in Table 1 by occupation and 
dataset prompt. We sent out recruitment requests to fve orga-
nizations, of which we recruited participants from a university’s 
computer science (CS) Discord server and undergrad CS mailing list 
as well as posting fiers and word-of-mouth in the local YMCA com-

munity. Of the participants, 20 had computer science-related work 
(16 were CS or Information Science students, 4 were computing 
professionals—3 developers, 1 project manager in an IT department) 
and 8 had other occupations. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 
77 years old, with the mean age being 30.7 years old. 

We did not conduct a visualization literacy test but asked partic-
ipants how frequently they visualized data. Most (21) participants 
reported “sometimes” and seven reported “always.” However, in 
subsequent discussions, we discovered a wide interpretation of 
“visualizing data” from imagining data to varied frequencies of 
plotting. We further discuss these results in the analysis. 



          

   

      articipant Occupation    Dataset

  06   Student   (CS   +   Math   minor)   File   System 
  07   Student   (CS   +   Management   and   Information   Systems   minor)   Junk   Drawer 
  08   Student   (CS   +   Math   minor)   Power   Station 
  09   Student   (CS),   Software   Developer   File   System 
  10   Student   (CS)   Junk   Drawer 
  11   Student   (CS)   Power   Station 
  12   Student   (CS,   Biochemistry),   CS   Teaching   Assistant   File   System 
  13   Student   (CS,   Information   Science)   Junk   Drawer 
  14   Student   (CS,   Information   Science)   Power   Station 
  15   Student   (CS)   File   System 
  16   Sales   Junk   Drawer 
  17   Substance   Abuse   Counselor,   Swim   Instructor   Power   Station 
  18   Web   Developer   File   System 
  19   Editor   (Retired)   Junk   Drawer 
  20   Software   Engineer   Power   Station 
  21   Project   Manager   (IT)   File   System 
  22   Student   (CS)   Junk   Drawer 
  23   Nurse   Power   Station 
  24   Student   (CS),   Research   Assistant   Power   Station 
  25   Student   (CS),   Research   Assistant   Junk   Drawer 
  26   Research   Analyst   Power   Station 
  27   Student   (CS),   Research   Assistant   File   System 
  28   Student   (CS)   Junk   Drawer 
  29   Student   (Chemical   Engineering,   Information   Science)   Power   Station 
  30   Data   Scientist,   Programmer   File   System 
  31   Army   Wife   Junk   Drawer 
  32   Student   (Medicine)   Power   Station 
  33   Financial   Consultant   File   System 

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

P
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Table 1: Participants 

3.2   Setup   and   Materials   
All   sessions   were   conducted   through   video-conferencing   software.   
Participants   were   instructed   to   bring   a   pen   or   pencil   and   a   sheet   of   
printer   paper   to   the   virtual   meeting,   although   seven   participants   
used   lined   paper   and   three   participants   used   some   form   of   electronic   
drawing   software   (e.g.,   tablet).   Each   participant   was   asked   to   angle   
their   camera   toward   the   paper   as   they   sketched.   At   the   end   of   the   
session,   participants   were   told   to   take   a   digital   (phone)   photograph   
of   their   sketch   and   submit   it.   Sessions   typically   lasted   around   20   
minutes,   lasting   no   longer   than   30   minutes.   

3.3   Datasets   
We   created   three   (3)   datasets   which   we   refer   to   as   File   System,   
Junk   Drawer,   and   Power   Station.   These   names   were   not   shared   
with   the   participants.   Our   goal   was   to   design   datasets   that   aforded   
multiple   data   abstractions,   based   on   prior   research   exploring   the   
facility   of   changing   the   data   type   of   an   existing   data   abstraction   [2].   

We   created   relatively   elementary   and   sparse   datasets   with   the   
intention   of   (1)   being   accessible   to   people   with   a   broad   range   of   
backgrounds,   (2)   allowing   wide   interpretations   if   they   existed,   and   
(3)   limiting   the   need   for   revising   the   drawing   and   thus   increasing   
the   likelihood   we   were   observing   the   initial   mental   model.   We   
recognize   that   many   datasets   are   often   provided   to   visualization   

designers   and   collaborators   “as-is”.   However,   we   see   the   value   in   
discovering,   capturing,   curating,   designing,   and   creating   [29]   the   data   
and   wanted   to   understand   if   and   how   our   participants   explore   data   
abstractions,   in   this   case,   for   example,   the   dataset   itself   is   under   
construction   and   thus   in   fux.   

We   prioritized   keeping   the   datasets   short   and   understandable,   
though   not   necessarily   comprehensive.   All   three   datasets   were   
presented   in   paragraph   form   rather   than   as   a   table   so   as   not   to   
infuence   the   mental   models   toward   tables   [1].   

We   chose   not   to   include   tasks   with   our   datasets.   In   visualization   
design,   tasks   are   often   unclear   from   the   beginning,   so   in   addition   to   
using   paragraph   form,   we   provided   no   additional   purpose   or   tasks   
to   the   participants   so   as   not   to   further   infuence   toward   a   particular   
data   abstraction.   

We   discuss   the   limitations   of   our   choices   in   the   use   of   paragraphs   
and   the   omission   of   tasks   in   subsection   5.2.   

3.3.1   File   system.   You   have   two   folders.   In   the   frst   folder   are   2   text   
fles   and   3   images.   In   the   second   folder   are   4   text   fles,   2   code   fles,   and   
1   folder.   In   this   folder   are   1   text   fle   and   1   image.   

The   fle   system   dataset   was   inspired   by   discussions   of   fle   system   
formats   [13]   and   research   regarding   difculties   frst-year   computer   
science   students   have   with   navigating   fle   systems   [6].   We   collected   
the   age   of   the   participant   to   see   whether   we   would   also   notice   this   
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Briefing and 
Consent

Sketching 
Instructions

Paragraph describing 
data is pasted to chat 

(title not included)

Reading pause

“What was your gut feeling or 
intuition about the dataset?”

Answer

Share sketch via webcam

Semi-structured interview

Optional second sketch if it 
arises from interview

Thanks and Debriefing

Photograph of sketch 
sent to facilitator

Choice of compensation

“Thank you for volunteering your time today. 
This will take between 20 and 45 minutes and 
you’re free to stop at any time. We’re gathering 
information about how people think about and 
communicate about data. Your task is to first 
understand the data set, and then represent the 
data set on the sheet of paper. All ideas and 
opinions are interesting -- we are not looking for 
any “correct” answer -- so feel free to 
experiment with ideas about the data set.

I will give the data set to you in the chat and will 
let you think about the data set for about 60 
seconds. Then I will ask you a question after 
you’ve had a chance to read the dataset.

After this pause and our discussion, you’re free 
to ask any clarifying questions of your own and 
to begin drawing the data set.”

Mandatory questions:
1. Explain the drawing as if I (the researcher) 

haven’t seen it before.
2. What sticks out to you in this data set?
3. How did you come up with this idea? Have you 

seen something like this before or have you 
worked with a data set like this before?

4. Did your mental model of the data change 
throughout the drawing process? If so, how?

Demographics & familiarity 
with visualization

1. Age
2. Occupation
3. How often do you visualize data 

• Never
• Sometimes – I have created 

some for school or work
• Always – It’s my job

Sketching

Figure 2: Overview of the interview procedure.
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phenomenon. We made this a hierarchical set of fles to see how 
participants handled the nested folder. The resulting sketches are 
shown in Figure 3. 

3.3.2 Junk drawer. You have 6 rubber bands, 4 tacks, 3 unused en-
velopes, a roll of stamps, 4 pens, 3 pencils, 2 sharpies, a small basket, 
a pencil pouch, and a long plastic basket. 

We designed this dataset to be lacking an obvious (non-list) 
structure, but with several options for imposing one. We included 
a possible “container” for diferent groups of items, e.g., the pencils 
could go in the pencil pouch. We were curious to see if the partici-
pants extracted sets or groups from the dataset and how these sets 
might difer. The resulting sketches are shown in Figure 4. 

3.3.3 Power station. There are 6 power stations, labeled A through F. 
Power station A powers 100 homes. Power station B powers 150 homes. 
Power station C powers 1 warehouse and 100 homes. Power station 
D powers 4 apartments, each housing 100 residents. Power station E 
powers 50 homes and 2 apartments, each housing 100 residents. Power 
station F powers 50 homes. 

For the power station dataset, we wanted a variety of classes 
of data items to allow for diferent mark types or icons. We also 
were curious if participants would tie in geographic attributes to 
the dataset or if we would see any networks, allowing for difer-
ent visualizations from the previous two datasets. The resulting 
sketches are shown in Figure 5. 

3.4 Procedure 
We frst briefed participants and obtained the study and record-
ing consent. Each participant was then given an overview of the 
sketching activity verbally and the text of one dataset through 
the videoconferencing application’s chat feature. Our name for 
the dataset was not included. See Figure 2 for the overview script. 
Participants independently read and considered the dataset, then 
informed the facilitator once they were through. The approximate 
time most participants took to read and consider the dataset was 
under 30 seconds. After this, the facilitator asked, “What was your 
gut reaction or intuition about the dataset?” 

After the ensuing discussion, the participant was asked to angle 
their camera and sketch the dataset. Participants were allowed 
to draw until they felt satisfed with their drawing, with most 
participants completing their sketches in under 4 minutes. 2 

We 
then conducted a semi-structured interview with the following 
pre-set questions: 

(1) Explain the drawing as if I (the researcher) haven’t seen it 
before. 

(2) What sticks out to you in this dataset? 
(3) How did you come up with this idea? Have you seen some-

thing like this before or have you worked with a dataset like 
this before? 

(4) Did your mental model of the data change throughout the 
drawing process? If so, how? 

The frst question (explanation of the drawing) is designed to help 
disambiguate the sketched representation as the authors might 

2
Participant 013 continued to draw and add detail to their sketch for 11 minutes, at 
which point the facilitator asked them to stop so that they had time for the discussion 
questions. 

CHI ’23, April 23–28, 2023, Hamburg, Germany 

interpret it from the participant’s view of the sketch. The intent 
is to separate the sketched visual form from the data abstraction 
that matches the participant’s mental model, providing a way for 
participants to clarify their representation of their mental model 
when inhibited by their sketching capabilities. The combination 
of drawing and interviews is a technique used in mental model 
research [21]. 

The second and third questions probe possible infuences. The 
fourth question is designed to provide insight into the possible evo-
lution of mental models, both during initial formation and possibly 
due to the study design. 

In these discussions, some participants augmented their responses 
by making a second sketch, sometimes prompted by the interviewer 
to better understand their words. These bonus sketches occurred 
in eight of the 28 sessions, bringing the total sketch count to 36 
sketches. 

We concluded with demographic questions and a short debrief-
ing. The procedure was designed to take no longer than 30 minutes. 
Due to a logging error, exact times are missing for fve participants, 
though all fnished within their 30-minute slot. The remaining par-
ticipants fnished within 15-25 minutes with a median fnish time 
of 20 minutes. Participants were compensated with their choice of 
plush toys, a $10 gift card, or a $10 donation. 

3.5 Thematic Analysis 
We took an inductive thematic analysis approach. During data 
collection, three authors individually noted codes and thoughts 
regarding the transcripts and sketches, initially following an un-
constrained open coding [28] practice. These codes were recorded 
as memos on a shared GitHub repository3 

to facilitate remote col-
laboration and to track the provenance of codes. 

Though we could have chosen a deductive coding approach for 
the data abstraction using an existing typology, we deliberately 
chose to exclusively use inductive coding to not limit, bias, or con-
strain the data abstractions discovered or our interpretation of the 
ways the participants spoke about their mental models. 

The authors met regularly to discuss the codes, limiting the 
discussions to the sessions where all authors had had a chance 
to code. Typically 3-5 sessions occurred between each meeting 
to discuss initial codes. In total, we coded 28 transcripts and 36 
sketches. 

As these discussions took place, we moved to axial coding to 
develop hierarchical concepts. The authors used Google Jamboard 
to cluster, merge, and split their initial codes and to identify concepts 
arising from multiple codes. We arrived at 24 consensus codes. The 
identifed concept groupings were then discussed, distilled, and 
refned into the shared document in the GitHub repository. This 
permitted asynchronous discussions regarding concepts as they 
progressed. 

The discussions and refnement of concepts led to the discovery 
of common observations that reinforced codes and also helped us 
refne our data collection. For example, after observing that partici-
pants tended to draw items in the order of reading, we wondered 
if the alphabetical order of the power station dataset might be 
infuencing this phenomenon. Thus, in sessions 026 and 029, we 

3
https://github.com/kawilliams/mental-models-codes/blob/main/codes.md 

https://github.com/kawilliams/mental-models-codes/blob/main/codes.md
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027

033

BParticipant ID Second Sketch Computing Participant

B

B

B

B

Non-Computing Participant

Figure 3: Sketches that participants made of the File System dataset. Large versions are in the supplemental archive. 

presented the power stations in non-alphabetical order; however, 
the participants continued to fll in the data in the order of reading. 

The authors initially developed a set of themes from research 
questions and hierarchical groupings of codes. After external feed-
back, two authors reconsidered the codes and initial themes, de-
termining the themes had become too broad. Codes and concepts 
were then reorganized into six themes (described below in section 4) 
elaborating on the research questions and one secondary theme 
regarding perceptions of data. 

4 THEMES AND CODES 
We arrive at three clusters of themes relating to mental models of 
data: mental model content, mental model elicitation, and mental 
model formation as well as a secondary theme regarding beliefs 
about data. Below, we explore the themes in each cluster in the 
context of our study and explain select codes that made up these 
themes. For detailed supporting evidence for each theme and code, 
see the supplemental archive. 

After presenting our main and secondary themes, we follow up 
with a discussion of themes regarding our computing and non-
computing populations (subsection 4.5) and our mental model char-
acterization in discussion with the model of Walny et al. [43] (sub-
section 4.6). 

4.1 Themes about Mental Model Content 
During our thematic analysis, we developed two themes regarding 
mental model content. The codes comprising these themes have to 
do with the breadth and composition of mental models. While this 
cluster contains our best efort in understanding the form of the 
participants’ mental models, it does not contain codes relating to 
how participants depicted or otherwise communicated that mental 
model. We discuss those latter codes in the cluster Themes about 
Mental Model Elicitation (see subsection 4.2). The list of codes 
relating to mental model content can be found in Table 2 with 
the code label listed as “(C#)”; the complete list of corresponding 
codes and their defnitions and supporting data can be found at 
https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supplemental material. 

https://osf.io/kvnb9/
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028

031

Participant ID Computing Participant Non-Computing ParticipantB Second Sketch

B

Figure 4: Sketches that participants made of the Junk Drawer dataset. Larger versions are in the supplemental archive. 

4.1.1 Theme: Diversity of mental models. Across each of the three 
datasets, the participants chose diferent abstractions and represen-
tations. We classifed both the data abstraction (e.g. hierarchy) and 
the representation used (e.g. node-link) for all sketches. While it is 
hard to disassociate the typology from the representation in some 
cases, we took a best-efort approach based on both the sketch and 
the way the participant spoke about the sketch and their mental 
model. This led us to classify some mental models as multiple con-
cepts. Figure 6 shows our mental model classifcations for all three 
datasets. 

Within the same dataset, we further observed diverse groupings 
and orderings of the data that had personal meaning to the partic-
ipant. Participants grouped the data by type, logical association, 
size, function, and even by the attribute “price” that the participant 
added based on personal experience. For the fle system dataset, 
participants expressed a desire to reorganize the folders to homog-

enize fle types. The junk drawer dataset was often organized by 
functionality, by logical associations (e.g. writing implements in the 
pencil pouch), or by a participant-selected category (e.g. Participant 
016 organized by the “durability” of the items, recognizing dispos-
able items might be less valuable). Participants frequently explained 
their reasoning for grouping the data, with less explanation for the 
logical and functional groupings in the junk drawer dataset and 
more explanation for the desire to modify the fle system dataset 
structure, often hypothesizing about reasons for the existing fle 
structure. No two participants grouped their junk drawer items in 
the same way, except for the no-grouping list order. 

One caveat to the ordering: despite the diferent orderings we ob-
served, most participants still drew the data in the order of reading. 
We observed 22 participants draw their dataset in the order in which 

they read the dataset, and 4 participants draw the dataset in a way 
that did not refect the order presented in the dataset (2 participants 
were not able to easily display their sketch to the camera while 
drawing, so we did not consider their sessions for this code). All 
participants who had the fle system dataset drew it in read-order. 
Most participants who had the junk drawer drew in read-order 
(7/9 participants), and most participants with the power station 
dataset drew in read-order (9/11 participants). Those 4 drawings 
that were not in read-order were drawn in order of some internal 
mental grouping or categorization: the 2 participants who had the 
junk drawer dataset discussed logically grouping the items, the 2 
participants with the power station dataset drew representations 
for the categories of power (home, apartments, warehouse) rather 
than sketching a representation of the frst power station and its 
recipients. 

4.1.2 Theme: Components of mental models. We developed three 
codes regarding the components of mental models, in particular, 
regarding the presence of physical objects, ambiguity in mental 
models involving relations such as trees and sets, and the presence 
of afordances. 

Physical objects were prevalent in the mental models we ob-
served. The drawings of the objects mirrored their appearance, 
afordances, and orientations in the real world. This theme cross-
references codes under Mental Model Content and Mental Model 
Elicitation, but as these physical objects were what the participant 
thought of as their mental model, we placed this code under Mental 
Model Content. The appearances of the objects were tied to memo-

ries: the cooling towers drawn by Participant 008 were based on 
power stations the participant had seen in their hometown and 
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Participant ID Computing Participant Non-Computing ParticipantB Second Sketch
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Figure 5: Sketches that participants made of the Power Station dataset. Larger versions are in the supplemental archive. 

Figure 6: Our best-efort classifcation of mental models ex-
pressed by participants. Open circles indicate the second 
sketch made. Participants expressed a variety of mental mod-
els, many of which were ambiguous between multiple cate-
gories. Some mental models aligned well with data typologies, 
while others, like “Journal Paper”, did not. 

engineering textbooks, while nearly all of the junk drawer items 
drawn by Participant 013 had a story or memory tied to them. We 
note the strong semantic connection between our datasets and con-
crete objects may have infuenced these observations and discuss 
this further in our Limitations section (subsection 5.2). 

We found difculty disambiguating and naming mental models 
that involved relationships between data items. For example, men-

tal models similar to data abstractions typically classifed as trees, 
hierarchies, and sets. We carefully considered language cues—terms 
such as “levels,” “branches,” “associations,” “nesting,” “underneath,” 
“inside,” “hierarchy,” and “graph.” There were no clear boundaries 
in how representations were used, and sometimes the terms vocal-
ized were associated with multiple diferent data abstractions. For 
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Theme Code Representative example/Evidence 

Diversity of mental models 
Diversity of abstractions and representations (C1) 

For the power station data, we saw 
tables (4), set/geospatial (1), bar 
charts (2), node-link networks (2), 
set (1), table and node-link (1), and 
a multi-fgure “journal paper”-like 
representation (1) that included 
captions and text. 

Ordering diverse, personal (C2) 
* Caveat: participants drew in order of reading (C3) 

Participant 016 (JD) organized by 
desired category of “durability” 
based on personal experience. 

Diversity of groupings (C4) 

Grouped by functionality (2), 
participant-selected category (2), 
grouped only the writing 
implements (2), list order (i.e. 
no grouping) (4). 

Components of mental models 
Physical objects represent data (C5) 

Participant 008 (PS): “I’ve seen a 
lot of power plants back home... 
that’s why I drew the cooling towers.” 
Participant 013 (JD): “There’s a red 
pencil case that I had during my last 
year of high school and these are the 
pens that I have right now in college.” 

Tree/Network/Set ambiguity (C6) 

Participant 018 (FS) used terms “set” 
but also “level” and “nesting.” Drew a 
node-link initially but said they 
considered a nested drawing (shown 
in bonus for 018). 

Mental models include afordances (C7) 

Participant 022 (JD) drew a basket 
with a handle “so it’s organized in a 
way and you can carry it around.” 
5/9 participants who had the FS 
dataset spoke about interactions. 

Table 2: Themes about Mental Model Content. This table contains our themes and codes about mental model content and some 
representative examples for each code. The codes are labeled as “C#”. The complete list of codes and all supporting evidence 
can be found at https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supplemental material. 

example, Participant 018 used the term “set” and the term “level” 
in describing their node-link sketch. 

Some participants described interactions, or mental afordances 
[29], within their mental model. Six participants who had the fle 
system dataset explained how they would interact with it, specif-
ically how they would navigate it (Participants 006 and 030), or 
even actually drawing an inset to show this interaction (Participant 
033). Even though we were discussing an abstract concept (i.e., their 
mental model) in a static medium (i.e., paper), participants referred 
to interactions with their visualization and mental afordances, or 
internal interactions, that they used with their mental model. 

4.2 Themes about Mental Model Elicitation 
We developed two themes regarding mental model elicitation, en-
compassing how the mental models were drawn on paper and how 
they were verbally described by participants. These codes solely 
relate to the choice of representation and encodings on the paper 
and what verbiage the participant used to describe their drawing. 

The list of codes relating to mental model elicitation can be found 
in Table 3 with the code label listed as “(E#)”; the complete list of 
corresponding codes, their defnitions, and backing data can be 
found at https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supplemental material. 

4.2.1 Theme: Depictions of mental models. We formed several 
codes regarding how participants depicted their mental models, 
such as their use of text, legends, details, and abstractions, as well 
as where they were constrained by the sketch format. 

We only noted the use of text when the participant commented 
on their use of text. Participants specifed that they would use 
words to communicate with another person (Participant 019, 027), 
with Participant 027 noting, “When I use icons, unless it’s mutually 
understood by both people, it might confuse; or even I might forget 
what the notation actually stood for... You can’t go wrong with 
text, and it’s [the fle extension] not long either.” To help their 
understanding of the fle system dataset, Participant 021 decided 
to put “2 code [fles]” since they did not know what code meant. 

https://osf.io/kvnb9/
https://osf.io/kvnb9/
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Participant 008 started by 
representing power plants 

with cooling towers (C5, 
physical objects).

They later switched to just 
squares when they “got lazy” 

(E1, using abstractions)

Figure 7: The sketch by Participant 008, with annotations explaining how this sketch exemplifes our codes about physical 
objects and about using abstractions (C5 and E1, respectively). 

Other participants chose a code type for clarity—Participant 009 
used “.java” so that “we can be more explicit” and Participant 030 
used “common fle extensions” but recognized they used a mix of 
“tokens” for the fle types. 

Similarly, the use of detail was only noted if the participant com-

mented on adding detail. Some participants wished to add detail to 
distinguish between the junk drawer items (Participants 019, 031). 
Other participants wanted to add arrows and labels: Participant 012 
added labels and arrows to suggest hypotheses about the relation-
ships between the fles, Participant 020 wanted to add weights to 
directed arrows for the power stations and said that the addition 
“would be an improvement.” 

Only one participant drew a legend on their sketch (Participant 
032). Other participants verbally described what the icons meant, 
like explaining the icons for the types of fles (Participant 006) or 
explaining that the small squares represent homes (Participant 024). 

Some participants either vocalized their use of an abstract mark 
or switched to a more simple mark during sketching. Participant 
011 drew boxes because “drawing houses would be too difcult;” 
Participant 014 sketched the idea of a table rather than the full 
one; Participant 024 said their mental model was geographical but 

chose to draw without geographical marks. Participant 008 started 
drawing buildings in 3D, but then switched to 2D icons. To show 
their reaction to the fle system data, Participant 012 said “I marked 
it with a bunch of question marks to the right because I don’t have 
any idea what [this folder] was for; it’s just there.” 

Other participants left out details altogether. Participant 009 
originally labeled the text fles with “txt” but stopped labeling them 
because “I’m gonna be lazy.” In their bonus drawing, Participant 030 
added an ellipsis for the “OBJECT_TYPE” attribute after writing one 
complete data table entry since the rows beneath were all the same 
type. Participant 023 used a squiggly line instead of a rectangle for 
the bar graph; the lack of detail is possibly related to their level of 
math literacy (code F7). 

Some participants ran out of space while drawing and verbally 
noted it. To adapt, some added their marks to a diferent location 
(Participant 007 drew the sharpies outside of the pencil pouch, and 
Participant 016 skipped back to the left side of their x-axis since 
they ran out of space going left to right). Others continued with 
the existing drawing and expressed regret (Participant 015 said “it’s 
hard to draw this. I should’ve brought a pencil.” Participant 022 
wished they “made the basket a little bigger.”). 
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Lines indicate mental affordance (C7)
Participant 033: “I have the little like two 
lines shooting out from it to indicate that 

it’s a blow out.”

Figure 8: The sketch by Participant 033 of the fle system dataset. The participant drew lines to indicate interaction in their 
mental model (code C7). 

Some participants were constrained by the encoding schema they 
chose, rather than space. This happened to Participants 030 and 
033 when they encountered the code fles in the fle system dataset 
since they did not anticipate the fle type and had not prepared a 
way to encode it. 

4.2.2 Theme: Communication with others. We observed partici-
pants making conscious choices about how they represented the 
data when communicating with others (code E64), but varied in 
their level of detail and abstraction, and use of terms. 

Some participants sketched at a high-level abstraction but added 
detail, like colors (Participant 009) or item detail (Participant 031), 
to clarify for others. One participant re-oriented their tree from 
top-down to left-right and attempted to add interaction indications 
(Participant 021). Participant 031 recognized which aspects of their 
drawings could be confusing and said, “Between the pens and the 
pencils and the Sharpies, you can’t really tell what they are. If I were 
to give it to somebody, they probably wouldn’t be able to tell—to 
diferentiate between those groups...I probably should have written 
‘envelopes’ on them or some type of—you know, if somebody were 
to look at this, I don’t think they would know what I drew.” 

Two participants said they would choose a diferent data abstrac-
tion, depending on the audience’s “quantitative literacy” (Partici-
pant 026), or they would fnd a “better way” to represent the data, 
possibly by adding a table or other fgures and captions (Participant 
032). 

When communicating with the facilitator, participants added 
annotations when discussing their sketches. Participant 006 added 
encompassing circles around the top-level folder of their fle tree 
and the children under folder 1. To explain how they would solve 
for the total power generated, Participant 014 added a graph with 
root node ‘A’ at the bottom of the page. 

4
The complete list of codes can be found at https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supple-
mentary material. 

Sometimes participants used terminology in confict with visu-
alization community concepts for dataset abstractions. One par-
ticipant drew a table, even though their description and interac-
tion with the dataset focused more on data item relations (Par-
ticipant 014), reinforcing the code about ambiguity when using 
trees/networks/sets from Table 2. In particular, they used the terms 
“endpoint”, “layers”, and “map” and relied on their other drawing of 
a node-link graph to augment their description of how they would 
solve for the amount of power produced. When referring only to 
the data (no longer problem-solving), they said what stuck out to 
them was the “layers” and “sublayers” in the dataset. 

One participant used set-like terminology to describe their node-
link diagrams. Participant 006 described, “In my head, I’m oddly 
enough in the folder that those two folders are within,” and often 
used “within” and “in” to describe the location. 

In response to the interview prompt "Describe your sketch", we 
observed a range in the level of descriptive detail. We categorized 
the levels of detail in the verbal descriptions : (1) individual data 
points, (2) individual icons, (3) relations of icons or positions of 
icons, and (4) data abstraction. By “individual data points,” we mean 
the participant nearly restated the dataset and did not describe the 
drawing. Five participants stuck to this individual data point level 
of detail (Participants 008, 014, 018, 027, 032). 

The next level of detail, “individual icons,” means the participant 
gave visual descriptions of the icons or marks used in the dataset. 
These verbal descriptions ranged in detail, with six participants 
matching this level (Participants 010, 011, 013, 019, 030, 031). Some 
participants named every type of mark, while others got distracted 
midway. 

The third level of detail, “relations of icons or positions of icons,” 
means the participant stated where the icon was on the page or 
in relation to other icons (e.g. “in a folder,” “next to the fles,” “roll 
of stamps down there and tacks to the right”). Nine participants 
referred to relation/positioning when describing their sketch (Par-
ticipants 006, 007, 012, 015, 021, 022, 024, 025, 033). 

https://osf.io/kvnb9/
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Theme Code Representative example/Evidence 

Used text to clarify (E3) 
Participant 009 (FS) calls the fles “.java” 
so that “we can be more explicit.” 

Depictions of mental models 
Legends/verbal legends (E5) 

Participant 006 (FS) verbally 
explained the icons used for fle types. 
Participant 032 (PS) made a legend. 

Used abstractions in depiction 
(sometimes laziness, sometimes 
deliberate) (E1) 

Participant 008 (PS): “...just repeating 
the picture of the power plant but then 
I got lazy and then just drew a square 
for the power plants.” 

Constrained by sketches (E2) 

Participant 007 (JD): added Sharpies 
outside of pencil pouch because “I 
didn’t make the pouch big enough.” 
Participant 016 (JD): “I had to skip 
back here [to the left] to fll out the 
rest of the space.” 

Added details to clarify (E4) 
Participant 020 (PS): suggests adding 
weights to directed arrows, “it would 
be an improvement.” 

Communication with others 
Confict of the terminology used (E7) 

Participant 006 (FS) drew something 
closer to a node-link diagram but their 
description was more set-like (“levels”, 
“within”, “in the folder”). 

Range of description detail from literal 
to abstract/overview (E8) 

5 participants did not describe the 
drawing and instead restated the 
dataset (4/5 were CS-related 
participants). 15 participants gave 
a visual description of the icons and 
marks (13/15 were CS-related 
participants). 8 participants named 
a data abstraction or data chart type 
(4/8 were CS-related participants). 

Changes to depiction for communication (E6) 

Participant 021 (FS) said they would 
draw the tree left-to-right to better 
communicate with others and 
attempted to add interaction 
indications. 

Table 3: Themes about Mental Model Elicitation. This table contains our themes and codes about mental model elicitation, as 
well as representative examples for each code. The codes are labeled as “E#”. The complete list of codes and all supporting 
evidence can be found at https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supplemental material. 

Eight participants named a data abstraction (Participants 009, 
016, 017, 020, 023, 026, 028, 029). However, their name did not 
always match the visualization community’s name for data abstrac-
tion or data representation that they used. After naming the data 
abstraction or representation, they went on to describe the icons 
or markings they used, the second level of detail. 

4.3 Themes about Mental Model Formation 
We describe two themes describing our observations regarding 
how participants came to their mental model, based on their de-
scriptions. These codes do not attempt to explain how the mental 
models are formed; instead, they are observations of how a mental 
model develops in a data- and visualization-related setting. The 
list of codes relating to mental model formation can be found in 

Table 4 with the code label listed as “(F#)”; the complete list of 
corresponding codes, defnitions, and supporting data can be found 
at https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supplemental material. 

4.3.1 Mental model formation process. Participants suggested their 
mental models form quickly, with little change, though we observed 
they became more detailed during the session. Our frst interview 
question asked about initial impressions and reactions. Participants’ 
responses already expressed ideas for data abstractions and what 
they would draw, including thoughts about ordering and purpose-
seeking. Participant 024 said, “My gut reaction was like an image 
of—I dunno if you know cell-free MIMO graphs...” and described 
how they would use the idea to draw the power stations. Other 
participants immediately tried to fnd the purpose or context of 

https://osf.io/kvnb9/
https://osf.io/kvnb9/
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This image is a bar chart, but the participant spoke of their mental model as a journal paper. (C1, F6)
Participant 032: “…in my head, I’m like “I’m going to have captions and figures and paragraphs in 

addition to this and an opportunity to explain myself too, not just this bar graph.”

Is this a tree, set, or hierarchy? The participant 
used a mix of representation and terminology 

appropriate for all three. (C6, E7)
Participant 018:              “I have two outer sets…”,

“It’s at a different level…”,
“…the nesting matters…”,

“…you’re very used to that nested hierarchy…”

Figure 9: The sketches by Participants 018 and 032. Annotations explain how the verbal description from Participant 032 
expanded their representation from solely the bar chart that they sketched to an elaborate multi-fgure “journal paper” (C1, 
F6). The annotation to Participant 018’s sketch includes quotes that highlight the mix of terminology that the participant used 
(codes C6, E7). 

the dataset, such as supposing that the junk drawer dataset “it’s 
like a handy toolbox for a home” (Participant 013). Participants 
also expressed a desire to organize the data by categorizing or by 
fnding a more “efcient” way. 

We later asked participants if their mental models had changed. 
About 60% (17/28) of participants said it did not. Several participants 
mentioned aspects of their mental model that were obvious, such 
as “it’s obviously a folder structure” (Participant 009) or “I feel like 
in my head it’s the simplest conclusion” (Participant 032). For the 
participants whose mental models had signifcantly changed, they 
often cited trying to fnd a “better” or “best” way to display the data 
(Participants 010, 016, 023, and 032). 

We observed some participants vocalizing their revisions, adding 
details to their sketches and mental models as they drew, or adding 
clarifying information afterward when describing how their mental 
model changed throughout the interview. Participants 030 and 033 
chose icons to represent diferent fle types during the drawing. 
Participant 030 explained when asked about mental model changes 
that this was a “minor hiccup... trying to choose tokens to represent 
the category of fles: text, image, code.” While explaining their 
sketch, Participant 006 added a root to their fle system. 

4.3.2 Influences on the mental model formation. When asked where 
their idea for their mental model originated, many participants 
explained where they had seen something similar or hypothesized 
the source of their inspiration. All but one participant who drew 
the fle system dataset cited an operating system or software for 
either the structure or icons, including Participant 015 who drew 
the nested manila folders similar to a Windows icon. Despite the 
common inspiration, there were several diferent types of depictions. 
Across all datasets, participants cited a real-life example (e.g. a 

drawer in their home, power plants, cell-free MIMO) or their work 
as the reason for the choice of data abstraction. 

Participants with less math literacy had a limited representation 
and mental model. Two participants expressed math hesitancy, 023, 
“Yeah, that’s a lot of math. I’m not - I’ve only taken high school 
math”, and 031 “I am not very good in math.” Both were part of 
our non-computing population of participants. Participant 023 had 
difculty fnding a concise way to express the power station dataset. 
Their sketch was missing a data dimension (the power stations A-F). 
Participant 031 had the junk drawer data and drew the physical 
objects as given. While the evidence for this code is lighter as 
we suspect our IRB-approved advertisements may have dissuaded 
people not comfortable with data (see Limitations, subsection 5.2), 
we noted this code for future investigation. 

Since we only provided a dataset to the participants, participants 
often wanted to add additional data or information to the dataset 
or they added additional context or a hypothetical source for the 
dataset. We classify such behavior as purpose-seeking behavior, or 
an attempt to connect with the dataset in an imagined real-life 
setting. Six participants suggested other data item attributes they 
would want, and four participants added relationships between 
items. This was most prevalent in the power stations dataset with 
requests for the number of people per house, power requirements 
per building, and one instance of geospatial coordinates. In the 
fle system, additional data requests manifested as the wish for 
fle sizes, code fle types, and suggested relationships beyond the 
folder structure. In the junk drawer, price, durability, and nesting 
structures were suggested or imposed. 

Participants also suggested a task associated with the data. With 
the power stations, three participants wanted to solve which station 
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Theme Code Representative example/Evidence 

Mental model formation process Immediate mental model formation (F1) 

Participant 024 (PS): in response to the 
frst question, “My gut reaction was like 
an image of—I dunno if you know cell-free 
MIMO graphs...” 

Mental model did not vary much or at all 
for 17/28 participants (F1) 
* Caveat: changed signifcantly for 4 
participants due to changes in data 
abstraction representation (F1) 

Participant 018 (FS): “No, I mean I kind 
of saw it for how I was gonna do it right 
away and stuck with that.” Participant 016 
(JD) considered “maybe there’s a better 
way to accurately display—because it sounds 
like this is someone inventorying the items... 
I wish there was a way that I could highlight 
that, or draw attention to that this [the stamp 
roll] is probably more important than rubber 
bands and tacks.” 

Mental models became more detailed (F2) 

Participant 013 (JD): “In the beginning, I was 
just thinking about the basket and then I 
started to remember how things were more 
clearly, so I started drawing slightly more 
elaborately and really thinking about what 
I wanted to draw.” 

Explicit mental model origins (F3) 
Participant 006 (FS): “The [Windows] 
fle system, the fle structure, has defnitely 
left a mark on me.” 

Infuences on the 
mental model formation Purpose-seeking: Participants added 

or assumed tasks (F5) 

Participant 019 (JD) associated the dataset 
with cleaning or organizing their desk. 
Participants 011, 014, 032 (PS) all sought 
to discover ultima (e.g. the maximum power 
produced). 

Purpose-seeking: Participants suggested 
data sources (F6) 

Participant 017: “I dunno, it’s a power station, 
it’s probably a municipal guide or a power 
company’s guide to how to distribute power.” 

Purpose-seeking: Participants desired 
to add data/information (F4) 

Add data attribute: Participant 029 (PS) wanted 
to add people per house. 
Add relationships: Participant 013 (JD) wanted 
to add relationships between items. 
Add naming schema: Participant 018 (FS) 
wanted to add folder names. 

Lower math literacy works against 
the mental model (F7) 

Participant 023 had difculty with 
multidimensional aspect of power station data, 
dropped the power stations’ label dimension 
(i.e. A–F labels). 

Table 4: Themes about Mental Model Formation. This table contains our themes and codes about mental model formation, as 
well as some representative examples for each code. The codes are labeled as “F#”. The complete list of codes and all supporting 
evidence can be found at https://osf.io/kvnb9/ and in the supplemental material. 

produced the most or least energy. Other assumed tasks included 
taking inventory (Participant 016), cleaning (Participant 019), car-
rying (Participant 022), determining afected people or buildings 
(Participant 029), solving a math problem (Participants 014, 031) or 
presenting in a scientifc journal (Participant 032). 

Half of the participants (14/28) contextualized their dataset with 
a suggested source or generator of the data. The junk drawer dataset 
was suggested to be a “stationary drawer” (1 participant), “ofce 

supplies” (4 participants), and “an electrician’s toolbox” (1 partici-
pant). Participants who received the fle system dataset imagined 
a new program or provided reasons why a program would be or-
ganized in the given manner. Participants with the power station 
dataset supposed that the data was for a “residential part of the 
city” (2 participants) or a “municipal or power company guide” (1 
participant). 

https://osf.io/kvnb9/


          

    
          

          
        

   
            

        
          

            
         

             
            
          

             
             

            
          

               
         

         
           

      
         

          
         

             
         

           
      

          
          

           
          
       
         
          

             
           
              

           
   

     
  

           
          

          
           

  

        
       

  
        

       
        

     

         
         

          
         

        
        

        
  

          
         

       
           
           

           
          

          
            
          

           
           

           
         

           
             

          
       

      
        

        
       

         
            

          
          

       
     

         
          
           

         
          

          
          

         
           

        
 

           
          

         
             

            
          

          
         

   

    
          

          
        

   
            

        
          

            
         

             
            
          

             
             

            
          

               
         

         
           

      
         

          
         

             
         

           
      

          
          

           
          
       
         
          

             
           
              

           
   

     
  

           
          

          
           

  

        
       

  
        

       
        

     

       

         
         

          
         

        
        

        
  

          
         

       
           
           

           
          

          
            
          

           
           

           
         

           
             

          
       

      
        

        
       

         
            

          
          

       
     

         
          
           

         
          

          
          

         
           

        
 

           
          

         
             

            
          

          
         

Data Abstraction Elephants 

4.4 Beliefs about Data 
In addition to our main themes regarding the content, elicitation, 
and formation of mental models, we developed a secondary theme 
describing our observations about participants’ beliefs about data 
and data analysis. 

The idea that data relates to tables is prevalent (code D1). Four 
participants who did not use tables mentioned expectations in-
volving tables. The facilitator asked Participant 007 if they were 
surprised that the junk drawer dataset was given as a dataset and 
they replied, “I was expecting something more structured, maybe 
like a table or something. I guess I was expecting a table. Because 
that’s the most common form of storing data, like a spreadsheet or 
table, something like that.” Participant 019 also received the junk 
drawer dataset and said, “I didn’t work with Excel very much, so I 
don’t think of datasets, but when I heard the term ‘datasets’, I really 
thought about the analysts I worked with and Excel data, and I 
thought of big datasets and grouping people by demographics, that 
kind of thing. I refer to datasets and I was familiar with them but I 
never thought of stuf like this as a dataset.” 

Two other participants mentioned using tables to organize the 
data via relational tables (Participant 030, bonus sketch) or to answer 
questions about the data (Participant 014). 

There was hesitation regarding whether the given dataset was 
truly data (code D2). Initial impressions of the dataset included 
impressions on the term “data” itself. Participant 007 concluded, 
“I guess this [the junk drawer dataset] is a valid dataset, it’s got 
objects and quantities for those objects.” Participant 010 associated 
the word “data” with relating to computers, and drew a Python-like 
dictionary of the junk drawer dataset. 

When asked about how often they visualize data, Participant 012 
considered that it “depends on what you consider data.” Participant 
019 responded to this question by relating data analysis to grouping 
people by demographics: “I thought of big datasets and grouping 
people by demographics, that kind of thing.” 

Two participants made us question the distinction between the 
dataset and the data. Participant 014 distinguished the dataset and 
the data within it as diferent ideas: “like the emphasis should be on 
the dataset, not the data containing [sic] in it, right?” Participant 
027 didn’t think of the items in the fle system dataset as the data; 
instead, they assumed the data was inside those items (fles) and 
not explicitly given. 

4.5 Diferences between computing and 
non-computing participants 

We recognize that the majority of our participants had a computing 
background. While not part of our original experiment design, we 
revisited our codes to check if any were heavily computing-biased 
in their evidence. Of our codes, the following codes had solely 
computing-based evidence: 

• Node-link sketched representations (all 9 node-link sketches 
were done by computing participants– discussed in subsec-
tion 4.6), 

• E1 (from 5 computing-related participants and 0 non-computing-

related participants): using abstractions in the depiction, 
• F5 (4 computing, 0 non-computing): purpose-seeking by 
adding relationships between items, and 

CHI ’23, April 23–28, 2023, Hamburg, Germany 

• C5 (3 computing, 0 non-computing): using physical objects 
that were cited from prior experience to represent data. 

The code about math literacy (F7) was from 2 non-computing par-
ticipants. All other codes contained supporting evidence from both 
non-computing and computing participants. See subsection 5.2 for 
more discussion on our participants’ relationships to data. 

4.6 Comparison to prior work on sketching and 
data reports 

Given the similarities between our study and Walny et al.’s sketch-
ing study [43], we examined our sketches on their numeracy-to-

abstractness continuum. Figure 10 shows our best-efort catego-
rization, given that we used a diferent dataset and therefore saw 
diferent data representations than Walny et al. (their dataset was a 
table of behaviors in social scenarios). The session number for each 
sketch is placed within the data representation category along the 
continuum. Possibly due to the nature of our experimental datasets 
and population, we did not observe any sketches in the “line graphs 
and parallel coordinates” category, nor any in the “ranked lists” cat-
egory. Of the 28 sketches (not including bonus sketches), 8 leaned 
toward the numeric side of the continuum and 20 leaned toward 
the abstract side. The category with the largest number of sketches 
for our participants is node-link representations, whereas the most 
common representation for Walny et al. was bar charts. This efect 
is likely due to the qualities of the datasets given to the participants. 

Within each category of abstraction, there was a mix of com-

puting and non-computing participants represented, except for 
the “node-link/node-link hierarchy” category (9 computing partici-
pants, 0 non-computing), “bar charts” (0 computing participants, 
3 non-computing participants), and “table with symbols” (1 com-

puting participant, 0 non-computing participants). The prevalence 
of computing participants in the node-link category can partly 
be explained by the dataset they received: 6 of the 9 participants 
coincidentally received the fle system dataset, and the other 3 re-
ceived the power station dataset. These participants may be more 
familiar with node-link diagrams, especially related representations 
commonly used in fle systems. 

Walny et al. also examined the participants’ written refections 
about what they had discovered in their datasets, which the au-
thors call data reports, and the authors developed a data reports 
spectrum, which placed responses that contained direct readings of 
individual data values at one end and higher-level conjectures and 
hypotheses at the opposite end. A major fnding from intersecting 
their participants’ sketches with the data reports was how “the 
participants who submitted the most abstract sketches were among 
the participants whose data reports tended to be in categories E3 
(including extrinsic information) and F (statements with analytic 
potential).” 

To test this fnding in our work, one author reviewed the inter-
view transcripts for such statements. The author chose to exclude 
statements in category E3 because the interview question, “How 
did you come up with this idea? Have you seen something like this 
before or have you worked with a dataset like this before?" prompts 
the participant to relate the data to external information, which 
would not be an organic source for such statements. Therefore, 
only F statements, statements that ofer fedgling hypotheses or 
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Figure 10: Our categorization of data representations from the participants’ sketches, placed along the numeracy-to-abstractness 
continuum of Walny et al. [43]. Yellow shading indicates the participant has a computing background, blue shading indicates a 
non-computing background. 

conjectures about reasons for values, were included. For example, 
an F statement from Participant 008 is, “I mean, I don’t know what 
their fuels are, I’m assuming they’re maybe coal-powered power 
plants.” Another example is from Participant 009: “I don’t know 
how big it [the fle] is, at the end of the day, right, so the text fle 
could be bigger... could be super big, could be smaller.” 

We found such F statements (statements with analytic potential) 
from 14 participants. Of those 14 participants, 11 of the participants’ 
sketches fell on the more abstract, pictorial side of the continuum, 
supporting Walny et al.’s fnding that participants with more ab-
stract sketches included statements that were more analytic on the 
spectrum of data report statements. Our results thus show reason-
able agreement with those of Walny et al., given the diferences in 
study design. 

4.7 Comparison to prior work on mental models 
Our fndings bear similarities to the Paris map study of Milgram 
and Jodelet [27]. In that study, an individual’s mental model of their 
hometown included important locations and roads connecting them, 
and their personal background infuenced the order and size they 
drew these locations. In our study with datasets, we observed spe-
cifc data points had personal connections, like the locations in 
Milgram and Jodelet, but also outliers were of interest. We further 
observed that people drew from their personal knowledge to com-

municate “rules” of the dataset, which they utilized to determine 

outliers or suggest new data. For example, some of the File System 
participants suggested alternate organizations based on fle types. 

Other prior work evaluated the accuracy of people’s mental 
models when learning new phenomena via text and visual elements, 
only text, or only visual elements [4, 17, 35]. However, most datasets 
start as text-only collections and are frequently not human-readable, 
so we did not present visuals and provided only text. Datasets may 
not necessarily have relationships explicit, but rather are for the 
individual to determine, leading to more ambiguity as we observed. 

Across studies, participants choose to emphasize elements and 
connections in the dataset that they have a special connection to, 
that refect aspects of their demographics and background, and 
draw inspiration for their drawings from other maps and data 
visualizations that they had seen. Like eliciting the Parisian maps 
and our dataset sketches, people have a wealth of knowledge and 
expertise that they may not realize. They have an intuition about 
the dataset and have an idea of what “makes sense” in the data, even 
if some of these ideas may be inaccurate. This knowledge may be 
subconscious yet useful for visualization designers, especially the 
unwritten “rules” of a dataset. Further work in this area can help 
visualization designers work more efciently and produce more 
useful visualizations for their users. 
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5 DISCUSSION 
We discuss our fndings regarding the research questions we initially 
posed. We then discuss the limitations of the study. Finally, we 
discuss the implications of our fndings for visualization design. 

5.1 Revisiting our Research Questions 
Our study was inspired by the research questions listed in section 1. 
We revisit those questions and discuss our discoveries towards 
them. 

What factors infuence people’s initial mental models of data? We 
observed that participants quickly came to their mental models, 
with several (11/28) expressing how they would represent their 
mental models right after reading the dataset. Most (17/28) remained 
consistent in the high-level data types they sketched and discussed, 
though details regarding the particular encodings required further 
consideration. This consistency leads us to believe that the sketches 
and descriptions were close representations of the participant’s 
mental model in many cases. 

In a few cases, however, a participant realized their mental model 
required revision. While drawing they realized their approach did 
not permit them to add all of the data from the paragraph (code E2). 
Some also expressed the desire to approach it diferently after they 
had completed their frst sketch. 

When discussing how they arrived at their mental model, many 
participants (16/28) related their sketch to something they had seen 
before, some directly applicable to the data, such as operating sys-
tem fle browsers for the fle system (7 computing participants, 
1 non-computing participant), and some less direct. Two partici-
pants discussed recent sources of inspiration such as coursework. 
We hypothesize that our participants were able to connect their 
mental models to existing visualizations and data representations 
because of the accessibility of the datasets and the data-literate 
background of our participants. Further study is needed on less-
accessible datasets and people with low data literacy. 

Ideas about data organization and structure also infuenced how 
our participants sketched the datasets. Three participants suggested 
expectations regarding how “data” should be organized. Four par-
ticipants suggested their model was obvious. 

Our participants’ mental models were also infuenced by inferred 
purposes, which had implications for the corresponding data ab-
stractions. Participants added purpose and context to the dataset 
by suggesting a generator for the dataset, problems to solve with 
the data, or insights they wanted to glean from the data (see codes 
F4, F5, F6). The inferred purposes led them to further suggest more 
data or attributes that could help achieve these imagined purposes 
and create more elaborate mental models than ones based strictly 
on the data alone. 

What encodings and visualizations do people commonly use to 
communicate their mental model? We observed a variety of encod-
ings and visual representations. Tables, node-link diagrams, con-
tainment/enclosure, indented nesting, icons/physical depictions, 
proximity for grouping, and bar charts were each seen multiple 
times (see Figure 10). Beyond bar charts, there were no common sta-
tistical charts. This may be an artifact of our dataset design, which 
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was designed to enable the use of one of several data abstractions 
from data typologies. 

The least diverse set came from the fle system prompt, where 
node-link diagrams and enclosure were common approaches, though 
one participant drew a physical depiction inspired by Windows 
icons (Participant 015). 

Participants used a range of specifcity and generality in their 
marks, for diferent reasons. Many participants used abstract marks 
or elided details, some from the beginning of their sketch and 
some changing to more abstract marks along the way for efciency 
during drawing (5 participants remarked when they deliberately 
made this choice). We saw text used in tables, bar charts, fle system 
icons, and labels, and exclusively text in three of the junk drawer 
depictions rather than physical icons. Participants explained that 
their use of text was to clarify (when representations were unclear 
or they wanted to specify) or to simplify their representations 
(rather than drawing items). These explanations may indicate that 
the participants were unconsciously aware of their communication 
eforts: they used a shorthand version of the representation and 
skipped drawing details when they felt a viewer could understand 
what they meant, yet they added text to clarify when they felt a 
viewer may misunderstand a sketched representation. 

How do they describe how they think about the data? How do people 
describe their sketches? We observed a spectrum in the level of detail 
participants expressed when describing their sketches. The level of 
detail ranged from essentially repeating the dataset, to describing 
a verbal legend of the marks, to naming the data abstraction or 
representation. This difering specifcity has implications for how 
people communicate about datasets and how they emphasize im-

portant aspects of datasets or visualizations. Two people with the 
same dataset may value diferent levels of granularity in the data 
(e.g. one may care about individual data point values while another 
may only want to see regression lines). A visualization designer 
must be sensitive to both perspectives and weigh how or if they 
want to encode the data to support these views. 

Participants made deliberate presentation choices with their 
sketches while presenting their sketches to the facilitator. Some 
participants added detail either to clarify the depiction for the 
facilitator or to emphasize parts of the sketch to the facilitator, 
e.g., circling the part they were explaining. Some participants also 
suggested changes they would make for another audience, such 
as re-orienting the sketch to make it easier to read, changing the 
data abstraction entirely, or adding more explanation or a legend. 
These changes in presentation pose interesting questions on the 
transferability of mental models of datasets and how well a person 
can communicate their mental model to one another to create a 
shared understanding of the data. 

In the post-study demographic questions, participants described 
how often they visualize data by citing software (e.g. Excel, Tableau, 
D3), types of charts (e.g. box plots, radar graph, bar graph), but 
also describing mental imagery (internal visualization) and plain 
visual representations (e.g. a list, note-taking). The participants 
who mentioned software described interacting and analyzing data 
through the use of spreadsheets and statistical software. The par-
ticipants who interpreted “visualize” to mean “imagine internally” 
gave more descriptive answers about how they mentally interact 
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with and think about data. These participants described estimations, 
relationships, and trends in data, and used more inward vocabulary 
(“organize in my brain”, “imagine in my mind”). 

How difcult is it for people to sketch and/or describe their mental 
model? How difcult is it for us to understand? Nearly all participants 
began sketching right after our discussion, with some attempting to 
draw before the initial discussion question. Participants paused dur-
ing their sketching when they ran into a space constraint, schema 
constraint, or an outlier (e.g., the warehouse in the power station 
dataset), but otherwise, drawing was uninhibited. Occasionally they 
paused to evaluate their current sketch and then modifed it. Of-
ten participants paused when asked what sticks out in the dataset, 
suggesting they were thinking and evaluating the dataset against 
previous experience or searching for outliers. The participants who 
quickly expressed an answer to what sticks out had typically men-

tioned the phenomenon earlier (e.g., how to draw the code fles, the 
structure of the fle system, the warehouse or apartments in the 
power station dataset). 

When asked to describe their sketch, depending on the level 
of detail given, the facilitator asked questions to try to better un-
derstand their mental model and to get verbal descriptions of the 
visual phenomena. Some participants willingly launched into more 
detail about their sketches with minimal prompting. The partici-
pants that were less willing to discuss details of their sketch may 
have felt their sketch was self-explanatory—a trend with some of 
the sketches of tables and pictorial sketches of the junk drawer. 
However, those participants did have ideas about the data itself, 
hypothesizing about the source or asking for diferent attributes or 
more data. 

We encountered difculties in classifying the mental models. 
There were ambiguities in the terms used. Understanding the rela-
tions between data items and the structures that the participants 
imagined was especially difcult due to the ambiguity of terms. 
Another ambiguity was that participants suggested their model 
was obvious without a line of reasoning. Some used language that 
read the data back rather than describing the data in a new way, 
whether it was the individual items or more holistic descriptions 
like “a folder structure.” 

While we are not confdent we fully understood any participant’s 
mental model, or we ever could, the combination of sketching and 
semi-structured interview did help us gain a signifcant understand-
ing in a relatively small amount of time. Perhaps a second step 
where the facilitator and participant draw a second dataset inde-
pendently, with the facilitator trying to mimic their understanding 
of the participant’s mental model, may serve as validation of our 
understanding. 

5.2 Limitations 
We discuss the limitations of this study concerning the participant 
population, the dataset prompts, and the study procedure. 

5.2.1 Limitations in participant population. Our participant pop-
ulation was likely biased toward more data-literate people. This 
is probable for three reasons: (1) all sessions were organized and 
conducted online over Zoom; (2) the header of the advertisement 
for the study was “How do you imagine a dataset?”, which may 
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have attracted people interested in data; (3) due to the ongoing 
pandemic, we did not recruit participants in person in common 
high-trafc areas, aside from a trio of fyers posted at a local YMCA. 

In particular, we had a high proportion of participants with 
computing-related occupations (16 students, 3 professional devel-
opers, and 1 manager), which may have infuenced the breadth of 
data abstractions we identifed. Computing participants were the 
sole users of node-link diagrams, though this is in part due to their 
high concentration among File System participants. However, even 
with this almost homogeneous set of participants, we observed 
diversity in their representations, data abstractions, and ways of 
speaking about the File System dataset. This diversity could be mag-

nifed with a more diverse group. Our analysis of data abstractions 
used across all participants (code C1, fgures 3, 4, 5) showed that 
other than the node-link diagrams, visual forms used by several 
participants were mixed between computing and not-computing 
participants. 

We also collected the age of our participants to see if there was 
a relationship between the participant’s mental model of the fle 
system dataset and their age. The younger participants tended 
to be computer science students or similar so they were familiar 
with fle systems. Thus, we saw no relationship between age and 
understanding of fle systems. 

5.2.2 Limitations in the study dataset prompts. The datasets we 
designed do not represent the full spectrum of data we see across 
the feld of visualization. For example, continuous values are not 
directly represented in these datasets, which focus more on counts 
and relations. Still, one participant considered geographical location 
as a missing column in the Power Station dataset and showed how 
they would include it in their thinking. 

All three datasets had data items that have relations to concrete 
objects (e.g., fles and folders, ofce items, buildings). This was done 
to make the data more accessible to a wide audience. More abstract 
items are not handled in this study. We did not include the names 
of these datasets when sharing them with participants, to avoid 
further bias. However, the strong semantic meanings of the data 
items may have infuenced our fndings in ways that we would not 
observe with more abstract data. 

Regarding the semantic forms associated with the data, some 
of the authors initially had strong semantic notions, like “a fle 
system is obviously a tree,” but informal discussions revealed that 
these notions are far from universal, which was an impetus for the 
research questions and later the dataset prompts. 

We decided against providing purpose, a context of use, or tasks 
with the datasets. Our rationale was that early in the design process, 
these tasks and data are often in fux. However, there is typically 
some notion of purpose for a visualization (e.g., to analyze, compare, 
or predict) that will infuence tasks. Data abstractions are often task-
sensitive, so by omitting purpose or a set of tasks, we may have 
observed a more diverse set of data abstractions than in a purpose-
infuenced study. We hope purpose and task infuence can be further 
explored from this study’s baseline. 

Our dataset prompts are small in the number of data items. We 
chose the small size so participants could consider and sketch the 
full dataset. When communicating with visualization designers, 
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collaborators often start by ofering a toy dataset to aid their expla-
nation, which is closer to the dataset size we use. Further research 
is needed to understand the strategies people have in forming a 
mental model of bigger datasets. Thus, our study does not answer 
questions as to how participants’ mental models might change be-
tween a toy and a full-size dataset, how they communicate datasets 
too large to draw, and how they might choose to describe and 
represent the data, for example in terms of overviews, details, or 
aggregations. 

In addition, the datasets and design of this study do not cover 
uncertainty in data, dynamic data, or data that necessarily forces 
multiple abstractions. Therefore, we do not report on these cases 
but note that even in our simple case, we observed diversity in data 
abstractions and difculty in describing relations, thus we would 
expect more pronounced indications of these phenomena in more 
complicated data. 

We presented the datasets as a text paragraph to avoid adher-
ence to a given data abstraction or representation, such as a table, 
observed in prior studies [1, 42]. However, we did observe a ten-
dency to observe the listed order in the paragraph rather than 
re-order the data among some participants, especially in the Junk 
Drawer dataset. This could indicate the participants were basing 
their model on the implicit list. This was not universal though, as 
other participants re-organized the same dataset. 

On a more specifc note, there was some confusion with the 
“long plastic basket” in the junk drawer dataset. We envisioned this 
to be a holder for envelopes or writing implements, but we received 
many diferent interpretations that revealed the ambiguity of the 
word “long” (Participants 013, 019, 022). 

5.2.3 Limitations in the study procedure. Our aim with this study 
was to capture the initial mental models of people regarding data 
form and abstractions, before being presented with one. We ac-
knowledge that mental models are ever-evolving and that mental 
model elicitation is difcult [21]. We chose a direct elicitation tech-
nique via interviews and drawing as it is as efective as others. Like 
other mental model elicitation methods, it can only provide a repre-
sentation of the mental model and is dependent on the participant’s 
drawing and verbal descriptive abilities, as well as the skill of the 
interviewer and their ability to build trust for productive commu-

nication. Our choice of paragraph representation, the initial gut 
reaction question, and the interview question regarding whether 
participants felt their mental model had changed were all designed 
to help assess whether we were achieving our target and to provide 
more data about early changes in the data mental model. 

Through our semi-structured interview discussions, we found 
a mix of participants, some who claimed their mental model was 
unchanged and others where the changes were apparent from their 
words. 

Some participants expressed confusion in response to the initial 
question after they read the dataset: “What was your gut reaction 
or intuition about the dataset?” While we intended to capture open-
ended responses, participants sometimes asked us to clarify what 
we meant by “gut reaction.” This confusion may have infuenced 
their responses or the responses of others who were confused but 
did not vocalize their confusion. 
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5.3 Implications for the Data Visualization 
Design Process 

We share implications about mental models and participants’ thoughts 
on data for the visualization community. 

5.3.1 Personal Mental Models. 

Beware of data abstraction elephants. We observed diverse data 
types and visual representations arising from our study datasets 
(code C1). Even in the fle system case, where most participants cited 
a similar source of inspiration, participants sketched a variety of 
concepts and imparted difering grouping biases. Across all datasets, 
some participants were infuenced by recent events in their life (e.g., 
labmate’s talk) or by expectations of what ‘data’ in general should 
be, rather than the dataset at hand (code F3, code D2). These realities 
present hazards in choosing efective data abstractions. We suggest 
that designers sample multiple target users, potentially multiple 
times, so that our interpretation of our users’ mental models can 
solidify. Once solid, we can better identify what data abstractions 
best align with these mental models. 

Visualizing and discussing help elicit a person’s mental model 
comprehensively. The varying levels of verbal descriptions of their 
sketches (code E8), the assortment of terminology used about their 
data abstractions (code E7), and the range of data abstractions (code 
C1) suggest that people can generally explain their mental model 
well but need multiple avenues to externalize it. The discussion 
with Participant 014 (see code E7) and prior work with visualizing 
genome sequences [31] show that observing problem-solving can 
expose underlying aspects of the mental model. 

We observed that participants tended to overestimate what is “ob-
vious” in their mental model, a psychological phenomenon shown 
in a visualization setting by Xiong et al. via a controlled study [44]. 
The lack of legends (code E5) suggests that the sketch is truly the 
user’s mental model of the dataset, but makes understanding the 
sketches difcult for anyone but the sketch’s author. We suggest 
visualization designers solicit conversations and sketches about the 
dataset—not of chart or representation types—from their users. Cen-
tering the conversation on the dataset, rather than a representation, 
will focus the conversation. 

Diferent abstractions support diferent mental afordances, indi-
cating tasks. Although visualization researchers tend to consider 
interactivity in the context of a visual design, people readily de-
scribed their mental models in interactive terms, often with only 
loose—if any—association to specifc visual encodings (code C7). 

We suggest designers consider the interplay between the tasks 
that diferent data types readily aford and note the interactions 
that the users describe. For example, a table lends itself naturally to 
sorting, whereas a graph lends itself more naturally to navigation. 
The afordances of the specifc data abstraction that a person latches 
onto may betray the tasks they most need to perform. Conversely, 
a given data abstraction may inspire specifc, predictable forms 
of purpose-seeking (code F5). Ensuring task and data abstractions 
are aligned may translate to more intuitive interactions and more 
efective visualization designs. 

People’s views about what data is and what it isn’t may limit ideas 
during data creation. Several participants related data to tables, 
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computers, Excel, or database tables (code D1). They had defnitions 
for what “data” is and what it isn’t (code D2). This may limit or 
expand the data abstraction. These ideas are important to discuss 
during data reconnaissance [9] and throughout the creation of the 
data abstraction. We suggest visualization designers provoke users 
by proposing alternative data abstractions, sources, and formats 
that may help expand the defnition of data and uncover latent data 
abstractions [2]. 

5.3.2 Before Designing Visualizations. 

Visualization design starts with data design. Many of our partici-
pants imagined beyond the dataset. They suggested possible sources 
of the data (code F6), invented tasks to be done with the data (code 
F5), and wished for additional data or information (code F4). This 
curiosity may be due to the participants having no relationship to 
the dataset, but could also be due to inherent curiosity. 

This creativity can be useful to visualization designers, as it 
highlights what aspects of the data the user fnds relevant and the 
tasks and operations the user wants to execute. If possible, when 
encountering a situation with “no real data available (yet)” [37], 
visualization designers have a chance to be part of the data design 
phase. We defne the data design phase as an unconventional part 
of the Design phase in the design study methodology where the 
contents, attributes, and format of the data is still under discussion 
even though the design study process has begun. In such a scenario, 
visualization designers should engage in these conversations with 
their collaborators. By being present in these discussions, designers 
can better understand the priorities and motivations of their users. 
An alternative would be to have the users recreate the dataset from 
memory; the features and entries that the user fnds most important 
will likely be remembered. 

Extra care must be taken when eliciting data abstractions with 
relations between data items. We observed participants used a vari-
ety of terms and visual representations when there were relations 
between data items (code C6). Some used terms that were incon-
sistent with the visualization community’s defnitions (code E7). 
It was difcult to confdently determine the participant’s mental 
model despite their language and sketch. Even when there were 
similar visual representations among sketches, such as in the fle 
system dataset, the ways they were spoken about were diferent. 

These observations suggest that visualization designers should 
practice extra care when eliciting data abstraction when relations 
are present. One example may not be enough to determine the 
nature of the data described. If we were to probe further, a set of 
relation assertions (e.g., “connections like this may never occur”) 
may elicit more detail. However, there are some abstractions where 
the structures may be the same but the meaning and conventions 
are diferent, such as trees and hierarchies, where this approach 
alone would not be enough. 

The way people express relations between data items suggests a 
continuum of data abstractions. Visualization designers may be able 
to leverage this fuidity. Another way to interpret our observations 
regarding how people organize relations between data items (code 
C6) is that the data abstraction classifcations represent examples 
in a continuum of data abstractions. This continuum does not seem 
to have clearly defned axes but instead seems to be a continuous 
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space of how they organize data without the strong boundaries 
associated with data type classifcations and taxonomies. Datasets 
do not need to ft one named abstraction. We observed Participant 
030 refne their data abstraction from a hierarchy to a network 
when considering how the dataset might be stored in a database. 
Participant 018 spoke of sets and hierarchies together. This suggests 
there may be utility in representations that allow people to leverage 
these multiple ways of abstracting the relationship structures in 
the data. 

Suggesting multiple audiences can elicit multiple data abstractions. 
When the topic of communicating with other people was discussed 
we observed participants changing their sketches, or claiming they 
would, sometimes to the point of selecting a diferent data abstrac-
tion. This behavior could be employed to explore several useful 
abstractions of the same data. There may be diferences among 
what they would sketch for themselves, how they would commu-

nicate their mental model to someone else, and how they would 
communicate the data to someone else—or potentially multiple 
such “someone elses.” 

Multiple audiences may also help identify cases where people 
bow to expectations about how they are “supposed to” visualize 
data. We observed expectations regarding what is considered “data,” 
including tables, demographics, and counts. Such conventions may 
lead to less useful abstractions. Prior work in creative visualization 
workshops and collaborative prototyping provides a framework for 
facilitating exploring alternative, useful design ideas [10, 11, 22]. 

6 CONCLUSION 
We presented a sketch-based study to probe people’s mental models 
and their corresponding data abstractions before they are given 
visual or other structural cues. We observed diversity and fuidity in 
the mental models that participants described and the data abstrac-
tions and visual representations that the participants used. This 
diversity can be infuenced by several factors including examples 
from their lives, common approaches to the context, things they 
had seen recently, imagined tasks, and their conceptions of what 
“data” is and the conventions that come with it. We also observed 
that participants used a variety of terms and relations to describe 
the data and their sketches and would reconfgure their model 
when considering diferent audiences. These observations suggest 
that care must be taken when eliciting descriptions of data for the 
process of data abstraction and visualization design, but also ofer 
options for leveraging the data design process to further probe user 
needs and possible abstractions, as well as opportunities to use the 
framework of communication to explore the data exploration space. 
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